FarmHouse set-up.

Step 1. Unpack FlowerHouse and accessories, allowing the spring steel bands to pop open

Step 2. Take fiber poles out of pack and assemble completely. Ensure poles are fully seated into each other. You will have four equal length poles one shorter pole with an "X" bracket and two L shaped poles.

Step 3. Install top roof pole (the single shorter pole with the "X" in the center) by inserting the pole into the pockets sewn inside the Flower House at the roof peaks.

Step 4. Install the sidewall support poles by inserting the poles into the pockets sewn inside the FlowerHouse in each sidewall corner. Insert one pole at a time, diagonally to form an X in each wall. Secure poles with ties sewn into wall.

Step 5. Install the L shaped poles into the center "X" bracket in the center of the roof. Insert the bottom end of the pole into the pocket at the center of the side wall at the floor, leaving the poles off center till both poles are both inserted. Once both poles are installed, push poles to the center.

(Hint: Fiber pole pockets may be obscured behind the spring steel bands. Pull the band away from the wall and insert fiber poles into pockets)

Step 6. Stake Greenhouse in location and install High wind tie downs